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The protein structures determined by conventional techniques usually are not as
accurate as desired. Further refinement including human intervention is always
required and sometimes critical. Therefore, the development of an efficient
refinement technique is important, and as more and more structures are determined,
the need is even more urgent, as the CASP prediction center explained for the call
for a structure refinement competition in spring 2006.
Here, we describe a computational approach of deriving distance constraints
from databases of known protein structures for structure refinement. We calculate
the distributions of the distances of various types in known protein structures, and
use them to obtain the most probable ranges or the mean-force potentials for the
distances. We then impose the constraints on the structures to be refined or include
the mean-force potentials in energy minimization so that more plausible structural
models may be built. We show that many inter-atomic distances in low-resolution
structures deviate significantly from their average distributions in known protein
structures, and the structures can be refined when a selected set of distances are
constrained to their most probable ranges or optimized with corresponding
mean-force potentials.
We present the results from refining a set of NMR-determined protein
structures by using database derived distance constraints and mean-force
potentials, and show the improvements on the structures in terms of several
standard measures. We also discuss our results from participating in the CASPR
2006 structural refinement experiments for comparative model refinement, using
energy minimization, database derived distance constraints, and massively parallel
computing. We describe the development of a database of protein inter-atomic
distances that supports computing the distributions of the distances of various
types in known protein structures and generating the constraints or potentials for
the distances automatically. We discuss the possibilities of extending the system to
a broader sense of protein geometry database and using it for structure analysis,
classification, as well as refinement.

